
 

 

Andes, September 2021 

 

During special initiations in the high Apus (4200m, Alto Pisaq) at one of my beloved places in 

the Peruvian Andes near Kinsa Qocha (magical mountain lake) and the two Apus (mountain 

spirits) Kuntur Puñuna and Apu Runa Chirayana, I was in a long meditation with the spirit of 

Apu Runa Chirayana. In the Andes. Years ago I already learned that mountains are not just 

mountains, they are Apus, each mountain has a name and a spirit, with which you can 

connect. Anyone who has already consciously connected with the Apus knows how powerful 

they can be. I have had many conversations with different mountain spirits and have been 

able to learn a lot from them, they are ancient and carry so much wisdom.  

As I connected with the energy of the female Apu, I found myself accessing her ancient 

memory.  

 

The Apu Runa Chirayana is clearly a High Priestess who has important messages for the 

healing of the collective feminine on earth. Many cultures had High Priestesses, they did not 

just carry this title. High priestesses had a strong connection with the earth and the universe 

and function as "bridges" between these and other worlds. They are - like the Apus - 

grounded in mother earth and they realize that only through their deep roots, can they 

reach high. One of the anthropological museums that I will always rememnber, is the gold 

museum of Bogota, Colombia, where there are so many objects depicting winged creatures, 

shamans who use wings to travel to other worlds. They can reach out high because they 

have earth under their feet, because they are aware that without their connection to 

Pachamama, they cannot travel because they would be too tenuous, because their energy is 

too vague, too fragile, causing them to be traversed by all kinds of entities which does not 

benefit their power, on the contrary, if they are not grounded, they lose their power or are 

disempowered.  

 

In Pisaq, a picturesque town in the Sacred Inca Valley, masses of foreigners arrive and stay to 

undergo medicine ceremonies. In many conversations, it became clear to us that the energy 

in Pisaq is so little grounded. Many land there after medicine ceremonies in the jungle near 

Iquitos and Pucallpa with stories that - to be sincere - repeatedly confirm how essential it is 

not to naively go to the jungle and put your energy and your life in the hands of any so-called 

shaman or shaman. People float, consume masses of sacred plants and think they are being 

healed, and meanwhile shamans abuse their energy. They make you dependent on them 

under the guise of further healing, and instead of growing closer to yourself, you get further 

and further away from your core. Women are still the most vulnerable because they often 

blindly believe in 'the shaman'. I heard the stories with pain in my heart.  

 



 

 

Where has the grounding of women gone? After centuries of separation from Mother Earth, 

the road still seems long to return to her. Why do we still give away our energy so easily to 

others and forget to trust in ourselves? Why do so many still get bogged down in 

helplessness and think that they are in the right hands with any shaman or shaman, that 

they know better than what lives within ourselves?  

If you are well grounded, with solid roots in the earth, then no one can just knock you down 

and come steal energy from you. We all need to land within ourselves, come home, receive 

insights or visions, heal our ancestral lines, heal all our pains, traumas, attachments, need 

support from women and men who have gone before us and can support us to find keys 

back to our true core, to the path of our heart and soul. In trust and in a safe environment. 

Fortunately, there are people and medicine women and men we can trust and who are 

focused from their hearts to support people to find the way back to their hearts and souls 

and to heal. But just blindly giving our life, heart and energy to someone else, that's another 

story. (Also read more about this in my book Wise Playful Woman - see bottom of this text). 

The High Priestess shows us the way back to ourselves, inward, to our intuition and our deep 

inner knowing. She lives in connection with and listens to the earth, the water, the fire, the 

air, the wind, nature, the universe, the sun, the moon, the stars. She reminds us that we are 

much more than our thoughts, much more than our mind, that we limit ourselves in what 

we do and do not do. When we limit ourselves, through fear or any reason, we radiate that 

and that is what we will receive as well. She invites us to really feel and listen to that which 

wants to move through us, that which wants to speak through us, be said, be pointed out. 

Without fear of relying on it.  

 

In the tarot the High Priestess is often depicted with a veil. It is a veil between life and death, 

between the conscious and the unconscious. She invites us to stop hiding anything behind a 

veil, and to embrace everything that lives in and around us, all fears, experiences, secrets, 

light and dark, light and shadow.  

 

There, high in the mountains at 4200m, I could experience her at such a deep level, I could 

listen to her and take her in, and feel how the high priestess lives within myself. Runa 

Chirayana in Quechua means "in contact with this person you stiffen or lose your strength 

and energy''. Most Apus are male (because they reach high to the universe), most Qochas 

(lakes) are female. There are several female mountains, and if an Apu is female, they are 

immensely powerful, like the Runa Chirayana. She invites you to meet her respectfully from 

your power, from your anchored being, from your connection with yourself; with your 

center, with the earth, nature and all that is. If you float, do not stand in your (feminine or 

masculine) power, let yourself be led by your ego, do not stand/live in your center or anchor, 

then you lose your energy and power when you face her, you stiffen as it were. What a 

beautiful symbolism of an Apu as a high priestess. I can assure you that she radiates an 

enormous feminine power. If you connect with her from your center, connectedness, 



 

 

strength, and in respect, then an enormous stream of soft, charging energy from her flows 

through you.  

 

In the initiation series of the Ñusta Karpay (7 initiations to balance your feminine energy in 

connection with the 7 chakras and elements), as well as the Hatun Karpay and the Ñusta 

Karpay (2 powerful initiations that balance the masculine and feminine within yourself), the 

(high) priestesses play an important role. Not only in the sense of awakening the high 

priestess in yourself, but also to empower your unique connection with the earth, the 

elements and nature and to come home deeper into yourself and your intuition and into 

what your unique gift and mission is in this world. Highly recommended to give yourself 

these initiations as a present. I have been giving them myself for years, individually and in 

groups.  

 

The High Priestess Apu Runa Chirayana invites you, as a woman, as a (grand) mother, as a 

(grand) daughter, as a sister, as a colleague, as ... to spend your unique time with and in 

nature and to restore your connection with the earth, your roots, the water, the fire, the air, 

the wind, the moon, the sun, the stars, and to learn to listen to and trust your intuition, your 

inner knowing, the deep soft and powerful feminine voice and creative (sexual) energy that 

lives within you.  

 

My book Wise Playful Woman will get you started in this. If you are interested, email 

veerlephara@templeoftheearth.org or info@wiseplayfulwoman.org to order it.  

In the fall I will teach a new initiation ritual that came through me in the female Andes: Rite 

of the Yoni (fertility ritual). https://templeoftheearth.org/.../fertility-initiation.../ or mail me 

for more info 

 
More info around rituals, (medicine and other) ceremonies, initiations we give: 

www.templeoftheearth.org or email me.  

 

A warm loving heart embrace 

Veerle Phara 

https://templeoftheearth.org/.../fertility-initiation.../?fbclid=IwAR0ZGv2VfbmKKI7xzOhApFjuDjvpfVWjOel1Qhn_qak0KnwHa5n309A33Pg
http://www.templeoftheearth.org/?fbclid=IwAR2H_657gnnm3NgZ7RjPx4RLz3PWz-jWUrMsfp_Qq3VAUVN05XDCG18FwV0

